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xecutive Summary Executive Summary  
This technology-based report provides an overview of diabetes, wearable glucose monitoring devices, and 
the rise of smartphone-based digital health technologies and their positive impact on diabetes 
management in improving disease outcomes. Digital health technologies are defined in this report as: 
diabetes smartphone apps integrated with blood glucose monitoring devices (both standard blood 
glucose meters and continuous glucose monitoring systems) and personalized “virtual diabetes coaching” 
services. 
 
i. Digital health is transforming diabetes management 
Diabetes is an extremely complex disease to manage, and it can be quite overwhelming and frustrating 
for many patients, especially those who are type 1/insulin-dependent and on multiple daily injections 
(MDI) of insulin. Diabetes involves the self-management of multiple variables that are extremely difficult 
to control, such as rising and falling glucose levels, diet, insulin, exercise, stress, and other lifestyle factors. 
For those that are insulin-dependent, it involves having to accurately dose and administer life-saving 
insulin, which involves careful carbohydrate counting, daily glucose monitoring and painful fingersticks, 
frequent physician visits, and lab tests.  
 
The rise of smartphone-based digital health technologies is transforming the management of diabetes 
with the development of proactive, data-rich, artificial intelligence (AI)-based software, including diabetes 
apps with personalized monitoring and “virtual diabetes coaching” services. These technologies, 
integrated with the use of standard blood glucose meters (BGMs) or new wearable continuous glucose 
monitoring (CGM) sensor-based systems, are engaging and empowering patients, improving glycemic 
control, lowering complications, and reducing healthcare costs. 
 
The adoption of smartphone-based digital health technologies in diabetes management is being driven 
by: 

• the large and growing prevalence of diabetes 
• heavy patient burden  
• poorly controlled diabetes 
• spiraling diabetes-related healthcare costs 
• the rise in global smartphone usage and increased accessibility to smartphone-

based “telehealth”. 
 
Overall, the rise of smartphone-based digital health technologies is expected to transform the diabetes 
management market over the next decade as adoption increases, technologies continue to improve, and 
positive clinical outcomes are realized by government-sponsored healthcare systems, employers, and 
private healthcare plans worldwide. 
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xecutive Summary ii. Benefits  
People who use digital health technology for continuously monitoring and managing diabetes may 
become more aware of fluctuating glucose levels and better understand their complicated condition. 
Patients can learn how to stabilize blood glucose levels via more frequent monitoring, proactive alerts, 
historical trends, personalized assessments, and certified diabetes expert recommendations. Using digital 
technology, people with diabetes may learn how to make necessary improvements in diet, exercise, 
stress, and more accurate insulin dosing, in order to prevent severe blood glucose fluctuations and 
potentially life-threatening complications.  
 
iii. Clinical data  
To date, clinical research has demonstrated that even small, incremental (eg 1–2%) improvements in 
glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) or time-in-range (TIR) – that is, time spent in the normal range of glucose – 
can reduce hypoglycemic and hyperglycemic episodes, resulting in a meaningful reduction in diabetes 
complications and a substantial reduction in healthcare costs. This report provides several citations of 
clinical data assessing digital health in the management of diabetes. 
 
iv. Limitations  
Despite many benefits, there are several limitations in using digital health technologies, including:  

• privacy/security concerns (eg potential hacking of personal medical data, risk of 
sharing data with third parties) 

• technical or usability issues (eg devices must be easy, fun, and engaging to use, 
and it must be easy to interpret the data) 

• technological “burnout” and information overload, including too many “alerts”, 
may result in overstimulation (eg data may overwhelm and stress some patients) 

• liability (eg technical glitches resulting in potentially inaccurate data; patients 
may make decisions based on the technology without consulting their physician 
and/or physicians may interpret data incorrectly) 

• reimbursement issues regarding a physician’s extra time for data interpretation 
and analysis (may place additional burden on already overloaded physicians) 

• a plethora of poor quality or unregulated apps and lack of regulatory approvals 
(eg medical device-integrated apps are regulated while freestanding apps are 
not) 

• a lack of large reputable comparison studies (making it difficult to accurately 
assess short- and long-term safety and efficacy). 

 
v. Security concerns  
It is believed that diabetes apps offered by established medical device companies (eg Abbott, Dexcom, 
Ascensia, LifeScan, Roche, etc.) that have gained FDA approval, and are therefore considered “medical 
apps”, may provide better quality and security than those offered by dozens of freestanding software 
companies (Medtech Insight, 2018). Likewise, apps tied to automated hybrid closed-loop insulin pump 
systems that are integrated with CGMs (offered by Medtronic, Tandem Diabetes Care, and Insulet) are 
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xecutive Summary serving an increasingly powerful role in safely and effectively managing diabetes, providing MDI patients 
with significantly more freedom and potentially improving TIR to 80% or more. Note: automated insulin 
pumps are excluded from this report, which focuses on blood glucose monitoring/diabetes apps only. For 
more information, see Meddevicetracker’s report: Diabetes Management: Insulin Pumps Market. 
 
vi. Conclusion 
Smartphone-based digital health technology is expanding healthcare access to a global diabetes 
population in an era of overburdened and costly healthcare. The use of wearable technologies capable of 
monitoring a patient’s glycemic health 24/7 and providing proactive intervention is a rising and notable 
trend. Overall, digital health is not only improving glycemic awareness, but also empowering patients and 
lowering complications, particularly in patients with poorly controlled diabetes. 
 
Despite several benefits, due to the plethora of devices and diabetes apps, patients need to carefully 
assess limitations, and discuss with their physician which technologies are most appropriate for their 
specific needs (Medtech Insight, 2018). Several legitimate concerns (eg security issues) remain, and more 
scientific research is required to evaluate clinical safety and efficacy, and to provide valid comparisons of 
popular technologies to better inform physicians and consumers. 
 
Perhaps one of the best summations of the digital health trend (that applies to diabetes care) comes from 
Neal Batra, a principal in Deloitte's Life Sciences and Health Care practice, who states, "There is a 
fundamental shift from health care to just plain health with data science and technology; diseases will be 
diagnosed earlier and there can be proactive intervention to help people stay well," Batra said. "By 2040, 
the health-care industry will see a major transformation, where consumers enabled by digital 
technologies, including wearables and ‘always-on’ sensors, will be able to manage their own health, 
identify health risks early and prevent chronic disease. Health will be monitored continuously so that risks 
can be identified early," he said. "Rather than assessing patients and treating them, the primary focus will 
be on sustaining well-being by providing consumers ongoing support and advice" (Medtech Insight, 2020). 
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